Introduction

With these words in 2015, President Barack Obama announced a $215 million commitment to research and development of treatment and prevention strategies tailored to a patient’s unique characteristics, including his or her genome sequence. This Precision Medicine Initiative put impetus behind the concept of personalized medications, foreseen as powerful tools for achieving drug efficacy while avoiding adverse drug events and reducing healthcare costs through prevention of drug-related hospitalizations.

While the promise of precision medicine is monumental, delivery is not without stumbling blocks and a great deal of change and effort will be required by all stakeholders. In this paper, we focus on one key participant – the pharmacist – with emphasis on some of the challenges in the reimbursement process.

What is Precision Medicine?

Precision Medicine is a treatment option tailored to groups of patients based on laboratory results that show predictive biomarkers (which indicate who is likely to benefit from the drug) or to individuals based on their unique genetic profile or status, such as age and gender.

At the core of Precision Medicine is Pharmacogenomics (PGx), the study of how genes affect a person’s response to drugs. This relatively new field combines pharmacology (the science of drugs) and genomics (the study of genes and their functions) to develop effective, safe medications and doses that will be tailored to a person’s genetic makeup.

This emphasis on biomarkers – measurable substances in the body whose presence is indicative of phenomena such as disease, infection or environmental exposure – is a far different approach to the traditional “one-size-fits-all” model of designing drugs for the “average” patient. Tested on broad populations and prescribed using statistical averages, these conventional pharmaceuticals work for some patients but not others, due to genetic differences. This has led to a situation in which any given prescription drug now on the market works for only about half the patients who take it, according to Jackson Laboratory, an independent, nonprofit biomedical research institution.
Precision medicine, on the other hand, incorporates patient-specific information and biomarkers to help inform decisions as to optimal treatment for complex disease states. With this approach, physicians and pharmacists also can identify patients susceptible to adverse effects; be aware of dangerous drug-drug, drug-gene and drug-drug-gene interactions; and provide care in a whole new way that is completely individualized.\(^7\)

Drug-drug interactions, of course, are widely recognized, but the other two newly described interactions may be less so. In that regard, a drug-gene interaction occurs when a patient’s genetic CYP450 type (e.g., CYP2D6 poor metabolizer) affects that patient’s ability to clear a drug. A drug-drug-gene interaction occurs when the patient’s CYP450 genotype and another drug in the patient’s regimen (e.g., a CYP2D6 inhibitor) affect that individual’s ability to clear a drug.\(^8\)

A recent study found that one-time pharmacogenomic testing is cost-effective for preventing adverse drug reactions over a patient’s lifetime.\(^9\)

Precision medicine also is seen as a significant tool in reducing emergency hospitalizations or avoidable readmissions. A case in point: Of the five medications that most often cause emergency hospitalization due to adverse drug events, science has shown that genetic implications in an individual’s metabolism influence the safety and efficacy of four.\(^10\)

Incorporating this key biological data with the social and behavioral aspects of a patient is anticipated to play a major role in proactive and preventative care, further improving health and reducing costs. In addition, laboratory testing can play a role in drug development by helping identify potential candidates for clinical trials.

**The Role of Pharmacists**

As noted by Ed Abrahams, CEO of the Personalized Medicine Coalition (PMC) advocacy and education group, this new era has “enormous ramifications” for pharmacists. “[They] are on the front line of the actual prescribing,” he said, “and [this] will have to be individualized, based upon certain diagnostic tests in the future.”\(^11\)

Experts agree that it will take concerted effort by pharmacists to leverage their “front-line” expertise to take their rightful place as important constituents and leaders in the move to precision medicines. This will require the acquisition of new knowledge and even greater emphasis on their long-standing role as trusted advisors.

**Keeping Up With Advancements**

Precision medicines are currently on the market, with many focusing on cancer treatment.\(^12\) As the past five years have seen a surge in new precision medicines — and spending on them — and there are more in the pipeline, exponential growth is expected. Thus it is important for pharmacists to be aware of these medications and thoroughly understand them and their implications. This will require decision-support tools able to provide new and changing drug information to clinicians quickly.

**Staying Current on Availability**

Given the expected surge, some experts have expressed doubts as to whether the current healthcare system is advancing fast enough to ensure patients will benefit from personalized medications. Precision medicines have unique traits that the current health care framework does not adequately support.\(^13\) As noted, decision-support tools and instantly accessible databases already are available to pharmacists, potentially positioning them for a leadership position in the transition to precision medicine.
Educating and Advocating
Pharmacists also may need to use their specific expertise to educate clinicians, explaining the benefits of a recommended PGx to providers with less understanding of them. This can assure patients get the right tests and, subsequently, the right medication, while expanding the provider knowledge base.

Coordinating Care
Precision medicine may well usher in a new level of collaboration between pharmacists and medical providers, with the former relying on the latter’s authorization and providers depending upon the pharmacist’s clinical guidance in interpreting and applying the resulting test data. Key elements of patient interpretation will include:

- Using all available information to recommend the optimal drug and dosage regimen.
- Noting, when data indicates, that a patient is likely to contract cancer or heart disease for integration into decision making.
- Considering drug-drug-gene interactions and alerting the physician when a medication is not suitable for a patient.
- Making recommendations to help alleviate adverse drug reactions and promote improved therapeutic outcomes.
- Relaying, based on genome information, facts such as a patient’s lacking a certain enzyme used to metabolize a drug or having extra drug-metabolizing enzymes.
- Documenting all results.
- Noting, when data indicates, that a patient is likely to contract cancer or heart disease for integration into decision making.
- Making recommendations to help alleviate adverse drug reactions and promote improved therapeutic outcomes.
- Documenting all results.

Advising Patients
As medical testing results grow more detailed and complicated, affected patients likely will need additional counseling to help them understand why a drug was chosen, assure its proper use and quell any concerns they may have about use of genetic information. In this area, pharmacists already are trusted as knowledgeable and reliable medication resources and, often, have established relationships with patients. They also will play a key role in monitoring of patients and their response to prescribed therapy.

An Important First
On May 23, 2017, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration granted accelerated approval for Keytruda, a drug designed to help the immune system recognize and destroy cancer cells by targeting a specific cellular pathway. This action marked the first time the agency has approved a cancer treatment based on a common biomarker rather than the location in the body where the tumor originated.14

In an opinion piece on STAT, PMC CEO Abrahams called the approval an “important first for the field of personalized medicine, which anticipates an era in which physicians use molecular tests to classify different forms of cancer based on the biomarkers they express, then choose the right treatment for it.”15

He contrasted this with traditional cancer treatments, which are distributed to large populations even though only a fraction of those patients will benefit. Keytruda, on the other hand, was approved only for the 4 percent of cancer patients whose tumors exhibit the biomarker. The latter, he added, may help the health system save money by focusing resources only on patients who are likely to benefit from Keytruda.
As there will be times when the pharmacist receives pharmacogenomic results for a patient that indicate a medication will not work in his or her body or a biomarker that shows the person has an increased risk for another disease state, many situations require a great deal of finesse and, some, referral to a genetic counselor. It is important for pharmacists to remember that some results, such as a gene linked to Alzheimer’s, could be devastating to patients, while other conclusions may motivate patients to make lifestyle changes to counter their genetic disposition to a condition such as coronary artery disease. This catapults the pharmacist into a new realm of responsibility and requires a high level of knowledge – of science and the patient.

For instance, according to Sandra Leal, vice president at SinfoniaRx, pharmacogenomic test results often come back with multiple findings, which the pharmacist can stratify to determine which to react to first based on adverse effects, adherence issues or clinical instability that the patient might be experiencing. Appropriate use of test results, she added, requires a thorough review of medications the patient is using, including OTCs and herbal supplements. The pharmacist, she said, “plays a critical role in medication reconciliation and in obtaining a history of lifestyle issues that might contribute to the findings . . . If the history and the medications are not completely obtained, this may impact the findings.”

Putting It All Together

There is no doubt that the role of the CNE is both critical and complex. However, with the right tools in place, he or she can contribute even more to a facility’s informational and educational needs. With immediate access to authoritative sources and up-to-date content through technology that is built strictly for healthcare, today’s Clinical Nurse Educators can use their time more effectively and work more efficiently for enhanced job performance and satisfaction.

Overcoming Reimbursement Challenges

Despite the amazing potential of precision medicine, reimbursement remains its No. 1 barrier, as validated unanimously at the International Molecular Diagnostics Congress in Barcelona in 2016. Always a complicated process, health insurance coverage and reimbursement will become even more complex with this new emphasis on genetic testing, requiring engagement by payers and significant changes in their policies.

An example is found in the approval of Keytruda, the first tissue- and site-agnostic cancer treatment (see sidebar). Traditionally, payer policies have been driven by specific cancer type approvals, based on efficacy shown in clinical trials. Drugs such as Keytruda, experts note, will require payers to open their authorization criteria to address this open-ended indication based on genomic profiling. Similar, and equal, challenges abound.
For pharmacy, other issues include reimbursement for the pharmacist’s time in providing the consultation and for the pharmacogenomic test itself, which remains cash-based as it is not billable as a Medication Therapy Management service.

One initiative under way involves establishing new American Medical Association Molecular Pathology CPT codes for pharmacogenomic testing – making sure all Clinical Pharmacogenomics Implementation Consortium guidelines have a CPT code for the associated gene and moving those from tier 2 to tier 1 to assure payment by Medicare contractors and insurers. Success, one participant reported, will drive insurers either to price the tests or determine there is no coverage.

On their part, PBMs, which have a particularly far reach and much to gain in avoidance of side effects, are building lab networks with contracted terms to reduce costs for payers.

Going forward, experts say, the solution to this highly complex issue will require the creation of proper incentives and business models from payers that reflect the steps, effort [and value] of the process of identifying patients’ profiles and optimal treatment. First, however, Abrahams has said, it is critical that payers fully understand that precision medicine’s role in increasing efficacy and getting it right the first time not only improves patient outcomes but decreases systemic costs.

**Conclusion**

Despite its myriad and concomitant challenges, the concept of precision medicine will only get more exciting as science and technology continue to advance. As experts in medications and their effects on the body, it has been noted, pharmacists are poised to become the point persons for the safe and ethical use of this tool, playing a significant role in the next era of healthcare delivery. Their ability to participate fully in precision medicine, however, will be dependent on the successful integration of all stakeholders and industry-wide development of new processes.

**About Elsevier Gold Standard Drug Database**

Elsevier is the industry leader for the most current, accurate and reliable drug product and pricing information. Elsevier’s Gold Standard Drug Database includes comprehensive drug price types, including AWP, NADAC, state MACs, ACA-FUL and Predictive Acquisition Cost (PAC), the predictive analytics model to provide insight into a drug’s true acquisition cost.

Through TRUE Daily Updates™, Elsevier updates its drug information, encompassing all content, every day, including weekends and holidays. By gaining access to important drug information the same day it’s announced, users can avoid dispensing delays, reimbursement problems, and potential risks to patient safety. And our nimble technology eliminates the need for costly, labor-intensive manual data updates. Elsevier’s TRUE Daily Updates™ reflect the work we do, every day of the year, to supply the most current and accurate drug information available.
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